Abstract. In this work, by using the concept of vector partition functions, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of Betti numbers of powers of Z-homogeneous ideals in the polynomial ring with its usual grading. In fact, we show that the Hilbert function of non-standard graded polynomial rings is quasi-polynomial. Applying this result, we prove our main result that states the Betti numbers of powers of homogeneous ideals have a quasi-polynomial behavior when the power gets large enough which generalizes the result of Kodiyalam on this issue.
Introduction
Homological invariants of powers of homogeneous ideals in a Noetherian standard Ngraded algebra was a very active area in last two decades. One of the most important results in this area is about asymptotic linearity of Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity which is studied by many people such as Kodiyalam [19] , Cutkosky, Herzog and Trung [11] and Trung and Wang [26] independently. Their result states that if I is a homogeneous ideal in a Noetherian standard N-graded algebra and M is a finitely generated Z-graded S-module, therefore regularity reg(I t M) is asymptotically a linear function for t large enough. The proof of Cutkosky, Herzog and Trung is based on concluding the linearity of end Tor Recently, in [4] , the authors obtained more general results. In fact, they proved the asymptotic linearity of multigraded Betti numbers when the polynomial ring S = A[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is graded over a finitely generated abelian group G and Noetherian ring A, see [4, Theorem 4.6] . Also, in the case that the ideal is equi-generated in γ (all of the generators of the ideal are of the same degree γ) and there is a ring homomorphism A → k, they proved that for any δ and any j, the functions dim k Tor To prove the second part, they used the Rees algebra R I of the ideal I shifted by γ and then, they considered this Rees ring as a finitely generated G × Z-graded module over R = S[T 1 , . . . , T r ] such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, deg G×Z (x i ) = (deg G (x i ), 0) ∈ G × 0 and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r, deg G×Z (T j ) = (0, 1) ∈ 0 × Z. Then, in this way after reducing to degree ( * , t), the problem changes to the standard graded ring A[T 1 , . . . , T r ] that has a polynomial as its Hilbert function.
This technique was not applicable to the general case when the ideal I is an arbitrary homogeneous ideal, because if I is generated in not necessarily equal degrees d 1 , . . . , d r , although R I is again a finitely generated module over R = S[T 1 , . . . , T r ], we have not the condition deg G×Z (T i ) ∈ 0 × Z. In other words, after reducing to degree ( * , t), the ring A[T 1 , . . . , T r ] is not a standard graded ring.
In this paper, we are interested in the behavior of dim k Tor S i (MI t , k) α in its general case when I is an arbitrary ideal and S = k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is a Z-graded polynomial ring over a field k, with deg(x i ) > 0 for all i. In fact we prove that β ij (I t ) is a quasi-polynomial when t gets large enough.
The theorem below is our main result in this case. 
Similar to other people who investigated the asymptotic behavior of powers of ideals, we will also use the Rees algebra with respect to I with a Z × Z-grading structure over the ring R = S[T 1 , . . . , T r ] where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, deg Z×Z (x i ) = (1, 0) and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
. Also, we will use a combinatorial concept, called vector partition function, to obtain the (quasi-)polynomial behavior. We will relate the dimension of Tor S i (I t , k) in a certain degree to the N-solutions of linear equations. More precisely, we will transform the problem of computing the dimension of Tor S i (I t , k) α to a combinatorial concept that computes the number of solutions of a certain system(s) of linear equations. This paper, is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide some definitions and terminology that we will need. In section 3, we will discuss about Hilbert functions of nonstandard graded rings and in the last section, we prove the main theorem. Moreover, we provide an example and we compute the dimension of Tor S i (I t , k) in certain degree.
Preliminaries
In this section, we are going to collect some necessary notations and terminology used in the paper. For basic facts in commutative algebra, we refer the reader to [12, 20] .
2.1. Hilbert series. Let S = k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be a polynomial ring over field k. We first make clear our definition of grading.
Definition 2.1. Let G be an abelian group. A G-grading of S is a morphism deg :
If G is torsion-free and S 0 = k, the grading is positive.
Criterions of positivity are given in [21, 8.6] . One defines graded ideals and modules similarly to the classical Z-graded case. When G = Z d and the grading is positive, (generalized) Laurent series are associated to finitely generated graded modules: Definition 2.2. The Hilbert function of a finitely generated module M over a positively graded polynomial ring is the map:
The Hilbert series of M is the Laurent series
Hence, after such a change of embedding, the above Hilbert series are Laurent series in the usual sense.
Let M be a finitely generated Z d -graded S-module. It admits a finite minimal graded free S-resolution
Writing 
.
where
(2) If M is a finitely generated graded S-module, setting
one has H(M; t) = κ M (t)H(S; t).
Vector partition function.
We first recall the definition of quasi-polynomials. Let d ≥ 1 and Λ be a lattice in
Notice that Z d /Λ has | det(Λ)| elements, and that when d = 1, Λ = qZ for some q > 0, in which case f is also called a quasi-polynomial of period q.
Now assume that a positive grading of S by
Equivalently, ϕ A (u) is the coefficient of t u in the formal power series
Blakley showed in [6] that N d can be decomposed into a finite number of parts, called chambers, in such a way that ϕ A is a quasi-polynomial of degree n − d in each chamber.
Later, Sturmfels in [25] investigated these decompositions and the differences of polynomials from one piece to another.
Here we briefly introduce the basic facts and necessary terminology of vector partition functions, specially the chambers and the polynomials (quasi-polynomials) obtained from vector partition functions corresponding to a matrix A. For more details about the vector partition function, we refer the reader to [6, 7, 25] .
If σ ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is such that the a i 's for i ∈ σ are linearly independent, we will say that σ is independent. We set A σ := (a i,j ) 1≤i≤d,j∈σ and denote by Λ σ the Z-module with base the columns of A σ . When σ has d elements (i. e. is a maximal independent set), Λ σ is a sublattice of Z d .
To such a σ, a chamber complex is attached whose maximal chamber is the interior of Pos(A σ ), chambers of dimension one less are interiors of Pos(A σ−{i} ) for i ∈ σ, etc.
The simplicial complexes attached to A σ with σ in the set of independent subsets of {1, . . . , n} admit a common refinement into a chamber complex whose cells are interior of simplicial convex cones. This common refinement is called the chamber complex associated to A.
If C is a chamber of maximal dimension in the chamber complex associated to A, we set ∆(C) := {σ ⊂ {1, . . . , n} | C ⊆ Pos(A σ )} and say that σ ∈ ∆(C) is non-trivial if 
Notice that setting Λ for the intersection of the lattices Λ σ with σ maximal, one has the following corollary: Corollary 2.7. For each chamber C of maximal dimension in the chamber complex of A, there exists a collection of polynomials
Proof.
The term of the righthand side of the equations in the above theorem is a polynomial determined by [u] σ , hence by τ .
In the next section, we will use this theorem to show that the Hilbert function of a non-standard graded ring is a quasi-polynomial.
Hilbert functions of non-standard bigraded rings
Let R = k[y 1 , . . . , y m ] be a Z d−1 -graded polynomial ring over a field and I = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) a graded ideal, with f i homogeneous of degree d i . To get information about the behavior of i-syzygy module of I t as t varies, we pass to Rees algebra
Recall that R I is a graded quotient of B := R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] with grading extended from the one of R by setting deg(a) := (deg(a), 0) for a ∈ R and deg(x j ) := (d j , 1) for all j. As noticed in [4] 
The complex G • ⊗ B S is a Z d -graded complex of free S-modules. Its homology modules are therefore finitely generated Z d -graded S-modules, on which we will apply results derived from the ones on vector partition functions describing the Hilbert series of S.
We begin with a lemma that describes the chamber complex associated to the matrix corresponding to the degrees Notice that the chambers are generated by distinct consecutive columns of matrix. In the case that we have some equal columns, we will use one of them and we ignore the others because they generate the same chambers.
We recalled the definition of univariate quasi-polynomial. In more general case, if the function f is defined on Z n , the congruence comes from the number of integer points in a parallelepiped of a certain lattice. Here we give one of the definitions of multivariate quasi-polynomials due to Barvinok [3] .
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section.
where R i is the convex polyhedral cone generated by linearly independent vectors {(
Proof. Let . . .
In this sense HF (B, (µ, ν)) will be the value of vector partition function at (µ, ν). Assume that (µ, ν) belongs to the chamber R i which is the convex polyhedral cone generated by {(d i , 1), (d i+1 , 1)}. By 2.6 and 2.7, we know that
Notice that in the theorem 3.3, if moreover we suppose that d i = d j for all i = j, then the Hilbert function in degree (µ, ν) will also be the number of possible ways to reach from (0, 0) to (µ, ν) in Z 2 but it is not necessarily correct when we have equalities between some of degrees. For example if one has d i = d i+1 < d i+2 , so the independent sets of vectors {(d i , 1), (d i+2 , 1)} and {(d i+1 , 1), (d i+2 , 1)} generate the same chamber and the number of possible ways to reach from (0, 0) to (µ, ν) is less than HF (B, (µ, ν) ).
In the following example, we are going to give a formula for Hilbert function of a nonstandard graded polynomial ring in the case of three indeterminates which is a special case of formula done by Xu in [28] .
Example 3.4. Let B = k[T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ] be a polynomial ring over field k and deg 
Then for (n 1 , n 2 ) belonging to the positive cone generated by vectors
Main Result
We now turn to the main result on Betti numbers of powers of ideals. We can treat without any further effort the case of a collection of ideals and include a graded module M, namely to study the behaviour of dim k Tor The following result applied to B i will then give the asymptotic behaviour of Betti numbers. In the particular case of one Z-graded ideal, we will use it to give a simple description of this eventual behaviour.
Ze i , let E be the set of d-tuples e = (e i 1 , ..., e i d ) such that (ϕ (e i 1 ) , ..., ϕ(e i d )) generates a lattice Λ e in Z d , and set
Denote by C i , i ∈ F , the maximal cells in the chamber complex associated to ϕ. One has 
. . , d} and polynomials P u,τ for u ∈ U and τ ∈ Z d /Λ such that:
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, there exists a polynomial κ B (t 1 , . . . , t d ) with integral coefficients such that H(B; t) = κ B (t)H(R; t) and κ B (t) = a∈A c a t
be the minimal union of hyperplanes containing the border of C i . The union C of the convex sets C i +a can be decomposed into a finite union of convex sets ∆ u , each u ∈ U corresponding to one connected component of
has finitely many connected components, which are convex sets of the form of ∆ u , and that we may drop the ones not contained in C as the dimension of B ξ is zero for ξ not contained in any C i + a.) We define u as the set of pairs (i, a) such that (C i + a) ∆ u = ∅, and remark that if (i, a) ∈ u then (j, a) ∈ u for j = i.
If ξ ∈ i C i + a, then dim k R ξ−a = 0, while if ξ ∈ C i + a then it follows from Corollary 2.7 that there exist polynomials Q i,τ such that
Hence, setting Q ′ i,a,τ (ξ) := Q i,τ +a (ξ − a), one gets the conclusion with
Remark 4.2. The above proof shows that if one has a finite collection of modules B i , setting
, there exist convex polyhedral cones ∆ u as above on which any B i has its Hilbert function given by a quasi-polynomial with respect to the lattice Λ.
We now turn to the main result of this article. The more simple, but important, case of powers of an ideal in a positively Z-graded algebra over a field will be detailed just after.
Let S = k[y 1 , . . . , y m ] be a Z p -graded polynomial ring over a field. Assume that deg(y j ) ∈ N p for any j, and let I i = (f i,1 , . . . , f i,r i ) be ideals, with f i,j homogeneous of degree d i,j .
, with e i the i-th canonical generator of Z s and the induced grading ϕ :
Denote as above by Λ the lattice in Z d associated to ϕ, by s Λ :
Theorem 4.3. In the situation above, there exist a finite number of polyhedral convex cones
Proof. We know from [4] that B i := ⊕ t 1 ,...,tt Tor The above results tell us that R d could be decomposed in a finite union of convex polyhedral cones ∆ u on which, for any ℓ, the dimension of Tor This general finiteness statement may lead to pretty complex decompositions in general, that depend on the number of ideals and on arithmetic properties of the sets of degrees of generators. This complexity is reflected both by the covolume of Λ as defined above and by the number of simplicial chambers in the chamber complex associated to ϕ.
We now detail an important special case: one ideal in a positively Z-graded polynomial ring over a field.
We will use the following elementary lemma. it is easy to conclude that
. It is easily seen that n 0 can be considered as a max of intersection points. Figure 1 . 3-Shifts. Now we are ready to prove the main result of this paper. Let E := {e 1 , . . . , e s } with e 1 < · · · < e s be a set of positive integers. For ℓ from 1 to s − 1, let
be the closed cone spanned by . For integers i = j, let Λ i,j be the lattice spanned by In the case E := {d 1 , . . . , d r }, e 1 = d 1 and e s = d r , and, if s ≥ 2, it follows from Theorem 2.6 that
(ii) dim k B µ,t is a quasi-polynomial with respect to the lattice Λ ℓ for (µ, t) ∈ Ω ℓ .
Notice further that Λ := ∩ i<j Λ i,j is a sublattice of Λ ℓ for any ℓ. 
respect to the lattice Λ ℓ if e ℓ = a i < a i+1 = e ℓ+1 and with respect to the lattice
Proof. (i) and (ii) are clear from 4.4. To prove (iii), since M is a finitely generated bigraded module, therefore it has a finite free resolution, say F • as follows:
If we consider m = max 1≤i≤t {m i }, then we define the set of shifts as a subset of power set of {1, . . . , t} × {1, . . . , m}. More precisely, we set Γ ⊆ P({1, . . . , t} × {1, . . . , m})
such that for all σ ∈ Γ and for all (i, j),
. Now we can write down the Hilbert function of M as the below explicit way: Since Γ is a finite set, we set Γ as Γ = {(β ) and for the others (α, n) belongs to (j − 1)th chambers.
For cases 1 and 2 ,we can find that (α, n) belongs to ith chamber of all of shifts. Then by Theorem 3.3, there exist polynomials P 
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